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Abstract
Distance teaching based on “Internet+” is vital for rural doctors who play an important part in public health services and basic medical services to continue medical education and enrich and improve their theoretical knowledge and professional ability, so continuing medical education of rural doctors under “Internet+” is an important reform, but it has some weaknesses, therefore some recommendations were made in this research specific to its problems and development trend.
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1. Introduction
Due to the large population in China, there is an imbalance in the allocation of medical and health resources in developed and underdeveloped areas. As the core of the whole health system, public health services and basic medical services are the most common and familiar to the public. However, as an important part of the rural health team, rural doctors are directly responsible for the basic medical care, prevention, health care and health education of 800 million farmers in China, so they play an important role in public health services [1]. Specific to the rural medical condition and the problems in training of rural doctors in the western region, it is of positive practical significance to explore a more scientific, rational, practical and feasible training mode for rural doctors to improve the overall quality and professional ability of rural doctors more effectively, promote the consolidation and development of new rural cooperative medical system and
construct harmonious rural communities.

In July 2015, the State Council issued the *Guiding Opinions of the State Council on Actively Promoting “Internet+” Actions* to clarify the concept that “Internet+” is to deeply integrate the innovative achievements of the Internet with all fields of the economy and society to promote technological progress, efficiency and organizational change, improve the creativity and productivity in the real economy and form a broader new form of economic and social development with the Internet as infrastructure and innovation element [2]. The State Council proposed in the development goal that Internet applications should be enriched in the fields of health care and education and at the same time suggested that the Internet should be taken as the infrastructure and innovation element to explore the new supply mode of education services. Based on this context and the trend of integration and development of the Internet and traditional continuing education industry, the continuing medical education of rural doctors is gradually stepping into the era of “Internet+” and the integration models of continuing education of rural doctors based on the Internet platform are also emerging constantly [3].

### 2. Characteristics of Continuing Medical Education of Rural Doctors under “Internet+”

A key concept of the Internet is that it was not designed for just one application, but as a general infrastructure on which new applications could be conceived, as illustrated later by the emergence of the World Wide Web [4]. The changes in continuing medical education brought about by “Internet+” have broken through the scope of technology, which are actually more those in concept and mode. The characteristics of “Internet+” can be summarized into four aspects, namely new infrastructure, new production factor, new social space and new industry form [5] [6]. However, it also has unique significance. First, it breaks the coupling between information and other elements through data connection to enhance mobility. Second, it forms new collaboration through data connection. “Internet+” continuing medical education represents not only the innovation of educational technology but also the construction of new educational ecosystem with the Internet as infrastructure and innovation element [7]. Based on the online education information platform, “Internet+” unifies medical college education, hospital continuing education and health management education institution so that they can support the continuing education of rural doctors together.

### 3. Status Quo of Continuing Medical Education under “Internet+”

Continuing medical education is the third brand new stage refers to medical students’ experience of basic education in medical colleges and medical education after graduation, which is the longest continuous period in the whole continuum of medical education, is a lifelong medical education focusing on learning new theories, new knowledge, new technologies and new methods [8] [9].
Under “Internet+”, there have been many new changes in continuing medical education. For example, in terms of teaching resources, the platforms such as Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC), Coursera joined by Fudan University and Shanghai Jiao tong University, XuetangX and icourse163 break the traditional face-to-face teaching model and integrate the concepts of online learning, big data analysis and mobile Internet to achieve the most extensive sharing of high-quality teaching resources on the Internet platform [10]. In terms of the reform of teaching methods, the novel “Internet+ flipping classroom” proposed in recent years is close to the life in the network era, which fully reflects the personalization of learning, for the difficult knowledge points can be solved through repeated video watching, forum discussion or targeted teaching in the classroom and online homework can test the learning effects in a timely manner, improve learning efficiency and attitude and enhance learning initiative [11]. In this model, medical colleges connect to the network platform and provide remote medical basic education to the rural doctors on the other end of the network anytime and anywhere in the form of online courses. Medical so they realize networking of offline medical teaching through online courses, such as the online course alliance on zhihuishu.com.

4. Strengths and Weaknesses of Continuing Medical Education of Rural Doctors under “Internet+”

4.1. Strengths

Continuing medical education under “Internet+” has following prominent advantages. First, it has a low threshold for learners, who all have the opportunity to participate in learning regardless of their location, level of knowledge storage and education background, as long as certain hardware requirements are met, so it is the objective condition suitable for the training and learning of rural doctors. Second, it has a flexible curriculum. The flexibility here includes two meanings. On the one hand, the learning time is flexible so that rural doctors can better balance the contradiction of time between work and learning and use fragmented time for learning; on the other hand, due to the flexible learning content, rural doctors can choose courses according to their needs for new technology and knowledge. Third, rural doctors can choose learning contents from the rich teaching resources of various learning platforms and make adjustment in time, who no longer need to accept the cramming method of teaching. Fourth, there are rich course contents. Hospitals are the main places for rural doctors to learn practical skills, where the actual cases are the most vivid learning resources for them [12] [13]. In the “Internet+” era, the hospital information system (HIS) interconnects with the continuing education network platform through standard interfaces and doctors or educators share teaching cases and electronic medical records (EMR) to the continuing education platform through HIS so that database of teaching cases and EMR can be constructed to realize the sharing of teaching resources. Due to the function of interactive discussion (such as forum,
online meeting and remote video) provided by the platform, case-based and EMR practice teaching can be carried out anytime and anywhere, which moves the contents of offline practical learning to the online platform to a certain extent [14].

4.2. Weaknesses

According to the existing exploration and practice, there are also some problems and weaknesses of “Internet+” continuing medical education. First, the dropout rate is high. This learning style has high requirements for self-discipline, patience and perseverance of learners due to its great freedom, but some learners cannot complete all courses and drop out. Second, it is difficult to ensure the quality of evaluation and feedback. Most of these courses are subject to online evaluation and feedback, which cannot truly reflect the mastery of knowledge points by the learners due to lack of real-time monitoring and more uncontrollable factors in the examination and evaluation, and in addition the incomplete video watching cannot guarantee that the teaching feedback is objective evaluation [15]. Third, teachers and students cannot achieve face-to-face communication. At present, most rural doctors graduate from junior colleges and have low overall quality, and most courses provide no real-time Q&A so that teachers and students leave messages to realize Q&A. In addition, it is difficult for online learning to construct or virtualize real diagnosis and treatment situations, which reduces the authenticity and situationality of diagnosis and treatment and affects the teaching effect and the training of practical skills. The medical discipline has unique features, which require more hands-on operation and practice besides theory teaching, so face-to-face teaching cannot be implemented online [16]. Fourth, there are problems of information security. The hospital realizes case sharing through the information system, which directly faces problems of information security, so the attention should also be paid to the issue of privacy of students and patients [17].

5. Development Trend and Prospects of Continuing Medical Education of Rural Doctors under “Internet+”

With the increasingly deepened integration of Internet and continuing education, the continuing education of rural doctors is gradually stepping into the “Internet+” era and the integration models of continuing education of rural doctors based on the Internet platform is also emerging constantly, such as the Training Center for Rural Doctors established jointly by the Ministry of Health and China Medical University and the Education Network for Rural Doctors jointly established by Weihai Health Worker Training School, Weihai Administration of Health and Weihaiwei Hospital [18]. In terms of education platform construction, the embryonic form of the Internet platform for continuing medical education of rural doctors that integrates different parties has emerged and is developing further. According to the Opinions of the General Office of the State
Council on deepening Coordination of Medical Education and Further Promoting Its Development, it is necessary to strengthen the continuous education of all health workers, improve the learning system of life-long education and vigorously develop distance education to establish cloud platforms for health education and training based on the National Open University of Health Care and supported by China Health Education MOOC Alliance [19] [20]. In addition, in the context of “Internet+”, it is necessary to explore the path and model suitable for the development of continuing medical education under “Internet+” in China so as to realize the transformation of all factors from infrastructure to institution and organization.

6. Conclusions

Therefore, the following recommendations were made. First, under the high cost of continuing medical education based on the advanced technology of the Internet, the collaboration and cooperation should be strengthened among various industries to construct a new system of continuing medical education to promote the development of the whole industry. Second, the weaknesses of the “Internet+” model should also be identified to actively establish the training model that combines online teaching and face-to-face teaching, autonomous learning and cooperative learning, theoretical learning and practical operation. Third, the advantages of big data in the “Internet+” era can be used to record and analyze learning behavior for more accurate content control and effect analysis of the whole training process so as to achieve the “trainee-centered” continuing medical education model.

As the core of the whole health system, public health services and basic medical services are the most common and familiar to the public. According to international experience, a sound and strong system of basic medical services can enhance service accessibility and equity and lead to higher patient satisfaction, which has the same and even better output and results with fewer resources compared to non-basic medical care [21] [22]. The network information platform integrating “province, county, township and village” can be set up based on the government funds to realize distance teaching of rural doctor through “Internet+”, which can provide convenient and quick teaching and management for the further education and on-the-job training of rural doctors. The goal of “basic health services for all” proposed by the Chinese government at the present stage is to build a fair, efficient and high-quality health service system, which is a further extension of the development of primary health care to a higher level [23].

In conclusion, due to the extremely unbalanced economic development in the western region, there is still a gap in the allocation of health resources and rural residents have different health problems, so the training of rural doctors can be carried out in a multi-level and multi-mode manner to meet the health needs of farmers. The above-mentioned training model and management model should be chosen according to local conditions and the on-the-job training of rural
doctors should be gradually improved to promote the development of rural health cause and truly achieve health and well-being of all people.
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